Directed networks have been discussed in many literature. For the purpose of understanding and simulating real networks, we design some recursive construction algorithms to generate directed randomized models having some subgraphs like motifs in terms of graph theory.
Introduction
Directed networks have been discussed for a long time (Ref. [1] , [2] ). Clearly, almost real networks in the Internet of Things can be modulated as directed networks. Network Motifs are an important local property of networks, and have been identified in a wide range of networks across many scientific disciplines and are suggested to be the basic building blocks of most complex networks [3] .
There are many literature for understanding scale-free networks in terms of graph theory [4] - [12] . For the purpose of simulating real networks, we design tworecursive construction algorithms to generate directed randomized models having subgraphs like motifs. For showing the topological structure of the randomized directed models we build up a class of uniformly (r,F)-bound growing directed models that can be proven to scale-free, and we design a new stochastic method in order to find some equivalent connection between different types of directed models. On the orther habds, we consider one of behaviors occured in current networks, that is the so-called rewiring edges/arcs action. It is International Symposium on Computers & Informatics (ISCI 2015) noticeable, both ingredients of growth and preferential attachment are needed for the development of the stationary power-law distribution observed by Barabasi and Albert in their famous paper "Emergence of scaling in random networks (Science Vol 286, 1999, 509-512)", since the growth and preferential attachment are mechanisms common to a number of complex systems, including social networks, business networks biological networks, food networks. Our recursive construction algorithms are designed based on the growth and preferential attachment, and have some function of rewiring arcs in our models.
Directed models and their scale-free behaviors
The notation |X| denotes the number of elements of a set X in this article hereafter. Let F be a set of finite connected digraphs of order m v ≥1 and size m a ≥0, and let every connected digraph G∈F have a spanning out-branching ditree T  (x 1 ) rooted at x 1 , so V(G)={x 1 , x 2 , …, x mv }, and call G a seed. Suppose that an integer r holds m v ≥r≥1. We construct our directed bound-growing network models D′(t) having arcs removed at each time step t. Suppose that p is the probability of removing arcs from models with respect to 1>p>0. Let N′ v,t , N′ a,t and N′ ba (t) be the numbers of nodes, arcs and bound-arcs of D′(t), respectively. We have the following construction algorithm: 
(Iteration involving Growth and Deletion) For t≥2, D′(t) is obtained by
doing the I-operation to each bound-arc uv of D′(t−1), and removing randomly arcs from D′(t−1) with probability p. 
It is not difficult to compute the following basic parameters of D′(t):
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Thereby, X t =V(t)\V(t−1) is the set of new nodes added into D(t−1), Y t =A(t)\A(t−1) is the set of new arcs added into D(t−1), and B(t) is the bound-arc set of D(t).Clearly, every D(t−1) is a submodel of D(t), and different bound-arcs of D(t−1) may correspond different seeds in F. For N v,t =|V(t)| and N a,t =|A(t)|, we have the following basic parameters
The average degree 〈k〉 of an (r,F)-dugnm D(t) with t≥1 is equal to 
τ−t , and furthermore The above form shows that our (r,F)-dugnm D(t) is an exponential network model, also, is scale-free. Next, we prove our randomized model D′(t) to obey the power-law distribution. We define the arc-cumulative distribution P a-cum (k) of an (r,F)-dugnm D(t) as Thereby, we claim that the arc-cumulative distribution P a-cum (k) obeys the power-law distribution. Then, we compute the arc-cumulative distribution P a-cum (k) of our directed bound-growing network models D′(t) as follows: , Therefore, we obtain an equivalent formula P a-cum (k)∝(2r)P′ a-cum (k). Because of the (r,F)-dugnm D(t) is scale-free, so we conclude that our directed bound-growing network model D′(t) is scale-free too.
Summary
We construct two classes of directeed network models: one is the directed bound-growing network models D′(t) having arcs removed under the probability p, the rest is the (r,F)-dugnm D(t). We show that D′(t) obeys the power-law distribution by the scal-free behavor of D(t). We have done more works on these two models. For example, in the Iteration involving Growth and Deletion of the first algorithm, we can remove randomly some arcs from D′′(t−1) by the probability p 1 , and then add randomly new arcs to the remainder by probability probability p 2 , where 0<p 1 , p 2 <1. We can obtain another class of randomized network models D′′(t), see Figure-1 and Figure-2 . And let p=(1−p 1 )(1+p 2 ) in the above deductions such that we obtain some topological properties of D′′(t). It must pay attention to the underlying graphs of our randomized models D′(t) and D′′(t) that may be disconnected. We should find methods to check those nodes like hub nodes that control the models, such as we count the in-arc-cumulative distribustion on those nodes, since an in-arc from a node u to another node v describes that v serves u in a network. It is not difficult to determine those maximum leves spnning ditrees of the (r,F)-dugnm D(t), and we use these ditrees to estimate the average distance. More detail works on directed network models oppress us to investigate deeply our models, or enable us to discover other models having scal-free and small-world properties. We believe our models will help people to understand real directed networks.
